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for it in many ways and places. On the other hand, the
child is handicapped who comes from, a home where know-
ledge is neither respected nor sought, or where the great
realm of wisdom is reduced to a tiny parish and only those
who seek it there are approved. Thus the son of a classics
master is cowed and depressed if Ms father dubs chemistry
* stinks' while he finds his interest only on that side of
knowledge.
In these and in multitudinous other ways does: a child's
community influence his attitude to learning, and both
directly and indirectly is it influenced by the standards of
the community about such problems as the value of good
work and the necessity of training for it; respect for books
and the necessity of providing libraries for all; willingness
to forgo certain pleasures in order to afford others ; and
indeed all the multitudinous ways in which people spend
their leisure hours.
Teachers have undoubtedly great influence over their
pupils in all these vital matters and only in so far as they
do take such duties seriously can they be called educators.
But if such training is left entirely to them, children are
either torn between their loyalty to two sets of standards
or they accept those of home or school and look down
on the others.
Again, more can be done out of school than in to rouse
respect for all forms of service and good work. Even in
the freest and happiest school, certain duties have to be
imposed on children who tend to think of such work as
they do as monitors, prefects, &c., as part of school Me.
Such training is obviously valuable, but it is unlikely that
it will * carry over' to life outside the school. Also the
greatest need for most of us who are average people is to
learn to serve in humble situations just because our work
is necessary.
Hence the importance of a community's attitude to work
in all its forms. Ernest Pontifex, finding his boy interested

